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Citer cet article
MONTREAL WAS A CITY of contrast. The casual tourist, following the advice of his Strangers' Guide to Montreal, would spend days viewing florid Gothic and ornate Italian church architecture, the engineering marvel of Robert Stevenson's Victoria Bridge, and the various monuments to commercial power. This faithful cicerone, however, would not give the tourist the total picture of a nineteenth-century urban landscape. The official face of Canada's first city consisted of monuments to individual industry, public morality, and social harmony. Absent from the official guide were the inhabitants of the narrower streets — the factory workers, the frequenters of taverns, the waterfront street gangs, or the crowds of longshoremen outside the Allen Line office waiting for work. What the tourist needed to see was a monument to Montreal's working class. Had he accidentally wandered into Joe Beef's Canteen, the tourist might have found it, where the rules and procedures of official Montreal had little value.

During the late nineteenth century, Joe Beef's Canteen was a notorious

1 Montreal Illustrated; or The Strangers' Guide to Montreal (Montreal 1875). For a more thematic guide to the city in the 1880s, see S.E. Dawson, Hand-Book for the City of Montreal and its Environs (Montreal 1883). Lovell's Historic Report of the Census of Montreal (Montreal 1891), is a good example of how the material progress of Montreal was equated with social and moral improvements. As Lovell stated, "Peace, happiness and prosperity abound, and brotherly love forms a link that might be prized in any city. The policeman is seldom needed. Intemperance is becoming a thing of the past." (45) Lovell's private census should not be confused with the Dominion census conducted that same year. The Montreal Star, in its 16 September 1886 issue, carried special stories on the city's capitalists and their contribution to social development.

part of that underworld which existed in the Victorian city. Located in the centre of the waterfront district, the Canteen was the haunt of sailors and longshoremen, unemployed men and petty thieves. Middle-class Montreal saw this tavern as a moral hazard to all who entered and a threat to social peace. Yet if critics called the Canteen's owner, Charles McKiernan, the "wickedest man" of the city, working-class residents along the waterfront claimed McKiernan as their champion. His tavern was a popular drinking spot, but also a source of aid in times of unemployment, sickness, and hunger. For its patrons, Joe Beef's Canteen was a stronghold for working-class values and a culture which protected them from harsh economic times.

Primarily, this essay describes the working-class culture which grew around Joe Beef's Canteen and analyzes that culture in terms of the community which supported it. The efforts of middle-class organizations to improve the conditions of the waterfront labourers are examined in the light of this culture. Finally, by placing this culture within the major developments influencing Montreal during the 1880s, the decline of Joe Beef's Canteen can be understood. Through this process a clearer understanding of the relationship between cultural change and historic development can be reached.

As the recent lively debate bears witness, the concept of working-class culture in historical analysis is both fruitful and problematic, and before entering into a detailed discussion of the working-class tavern, it is necessary to define this concept and establish the limitations of its application. Working-class culture covers a wide range of recreational, social, and job-related activities from labour day parades and trade union picnics to charivaris and the secret ceremonies of the Knights of Labor. While each form of culture can only be understood within its specific time and place, there was a common thread which made particular cultures working-class cultures. As Raymond Williams has stated working-class culture embodies "a basic collective idea and the institutions, manners, habits of thought and intentions which proceed from this." By assuming an "active mutual responsibility" between workingmen, working-class culture offered an

---

2 This underground Montreal is given a muckraker's treatment in Montreal by Gaslight (Montreal 1889), which contains a chapter on Joe Beef's Canteen. Charles McKiernan's landlord, F.X. Beaudry, was closely connected with the local prostitution trade, as his obituary (Montreal Witness, 25 March 1885) details. On gambling dens, see Montreal Witness, 14 September 1876, and Montreal Star, 30 October 1889. The Star, 23 January 1872, carries an article on a local cockfight.


4 Raymond Williams, Culture and Society (London 1960), 327.

5 Ibid., 330.
alternative to the individualist, competitive philosophy of the nineteenth-century middle class. Nothing was as common as a tavern in nineteenth-century Montreal, and because of this, working-class taverns probably represented one of the most basic forums of public discussion. Drawing their customers from the neighbouring streets, such meeting places were the first to sense a change in mood, or experience the return of economic prosperity. Joe Beef’s Canteen, while attracting a wider clientele than most taverns, was essentially the same type of focal point for the dockyard workers. The uncommon aspect of the Canteen was the remarkable ability of Charles McKiernan, the tavern’s owner, to transform this rather commonplace forum into a dynamic force for the working class of Montreal.

The depression which accompanied the 1870s had a great impact on those who, like the patrons of Joe Beef’s Canteen, were at the bottom end of the economic scale. Gareth Stedman Jones, in his study of casual labour and unemployment, Outcast London, demonstrated that middle-class London saw the casual labourers of East London as unregenerated workers who had yet to accept the industrious habits of their fellow workingmen of the factories. These “dangerous classes,” much like the patrons of the Canteen, were perceived as a threat to social order. While Montreal’s waterfront could not compare to the horrors of East London, Montreal’s middle classes were concerned about a “dangerous class” united by a forceful, if eccentric, spokesman who articulated labourers’ frustrations and demands. Joe Beef would have been taken much less seriously had his success not coincided with the increasing number of factory workers, both skilled and unskilled, who appeared on the streets of Montreal. Municipal authorities, encouraged by middle class reformers, paid more attention to questions of public order and morality in the face of such a mass of new residents. Drunkenness, blood sports, and street brawls associated with the waterfront taverns could not be permitted to flourish if all workers were to adopt the disciplined virtues of the new industrial society.

Charles McKiernan was born on 4 December 1835, into a Catholic family in Cavan County, Ireland. At a young age, he entered the British Army and, after training at the Woolwich gunnery school, was assigned to the 10th Brigade of the Royal Artillery. In the Crimean War, McKiernan’s talent for providing food and shelter earned him the nickname of “Joe Beef,” which would stay with him for the rest of his life. In 1864, McKiernan’s

---

Gareth Stedman Jones, Outcast London (Oxford 1971). Comparisons between Montreal and London, at least on general terms, are not as tenuous as might first appear. Contemporary observers of the waterfront often compared these slums to those of East London. Herbert Ames’ attempt to introduce model housing for the workingman was modelled on the efforts of Octavia Hill’s plan to help the London poor (The City Below the Hill [Toronto 1972], 114). McKiernan received his training at Woolwich, which William Booth studied before founding his Salvation Army. The Salvation Army was one of the more successful groups in the waterfront neighbourhood.
Brigade was sent to Canada to reinforce the British forces at Quebec. By then a sergeant, McKiernan was put in charge of the military canteens at the Quebec barracks and later on St. Helen's Island. If army life had seemed an alternative to his Irish future, then McKiernan saw better opportunities in North America. In 1868, McKiernan bought his discharge from the Army and with his wife and children settled in Montreal, opening the Crown and Sceptre Tavern on St. Claude Street.7

By settling in Montreal, McKiernan joined an established Irish community which accounted for 20 per cent of the total population. Centred in Griffintown, the largely working-class Irish had their own churches, national and charitable societies, political leaders, and businessmen.8 And as a tavern owner, McKiernan entered a popular profession in a city with a liquor licence for every 150 inhabitants.9 The increasing number of taverns caused one temperance advocate to lament that if trends continued Montreal was destined to become "the most drunken city on the continent."10 The Crown and Sceptre, commonly known as "Joe Beef's Canteen," had a central location with Griffintown and the Lachine Canal to the east and the extensive dockyards stretching out on either side. Business was good for Charles McKiernan.

In spite of the large numbers of taverns, Joe Beef's Canteen had an atmosphere, and a reputation, which was unique. Located in the waterfront warehouse district and at night identified only by a dim light outside the door, the Canteen housed a fantastic assortment of the exotic and the commonplace. One visitor described it as, "a museum, a saw mill and a gin mill jumbled together by an earthquake; all was in confusion."11 The barroom was crudely furnished with wooden tables and chairs, sawdust covering the floor to make cleaning easier. At one end of the bar, great piles of bread, cheese, and beef supplied the customers with a simple meal. Behind the bar a large mirror reflected a general assortment of bottles, cigar boxes.


8 Dorothy Suzanne Cross, "The Irish in Montreal, 1867-1896," (M.A. thesis, McGill University, 1969) gives a general account of the Montreal Irish community. For contemporary descriptions, see John Francis Maguire's The Irish in America (Montreal 1868), and Nicholas Flood Davin, The Irishman in Canada (Toronto 1877).

9 Montreal by Gaslight, 10. Other well known taverns were Tommy Boyle's The Horseshoe, which catered to those who followed prize fighting, and the Suburban which had a reputation for giving the poor man a helping hand. Ibid., 94-105.

10 Montreal Star, 14 February 1888. Liquor licences, which included hotels, restaurants, saloons and groceries, increased from 723 in 1879 to 1,273 in 1887. Joe Beef's Canteen had a hotel licence.

11 Montreal Witness, 4 April 1881.
and curios. One bottle preserved for public display a bit of beef which lodged — fatally — in the windpipe of an unfortunate diner. The quick-witted McKiernan served his patrons with an easy manner. An imposing figure with a military bearing and fierce temper, the owner had few problems with rowdyism.\footnote{\textit{Toronto Globe}, 14 April 1876; \textit{Halifax Herald}, 28 June 1880; \textit{Montreal Star}, 3 October 1887.}

Joe Beef's Canteen, Montreal.

Take away the Beef and Beer from the British Army, and England is no more!

JOE BEEF'S ORIGINAL GENIUSES

Citizens, we eat and drink in moderation;

Our head, our togs, and our noses are our own,

And all we want is to be left alone!

We eat and drink what we like,

And let alone what we dislike.

(Le Canard, 29 April 1874, National Library Photo L 8707.)

Joe Beef's Canteen had a special type of patron, and McKiernan aptly referred to his establishment as the "Great House of Vulgar People." His clientele was mostly working class. Canal labourers, longshoremen, sailors, and ex-army men like McKiernan himself were the mainstays of the business. Along with these waterfront workers, Joe Beef's Canteen attracted the floating population along the Atlantic coast. W.H. Davies, in his \textit{Autobiography of a Super Tramp}, remarked that, "not a tramp throughout the length and breadth of the North American continent... had not heard of [Joe Beef's Canteen] and a goodly number had at one time or another patronized
McKieman's tavern was also a well-known rendezvous for the “sun-fish” or “wharf-rats” of the harbour who lived a life of casual employment and poverty. Newspaper reporters often dropped into the tavern to check on petty criminals who mingled with the crowd. Unemployed labourers visited the Canteen in the early morning to look for a day's labour and often remained there throughout the day in the hope of something turning up. In all it was not a respectable crowd and, no doubt, was shunned by the more self-respecting artisans of the neighbourhood.

For working-class Montreal, the tavern held attractions beyond the simple comforts of food and drink. With no public parks in the immediate area, and only occasional celebrations by national societies and church groups, their daily recreational activities were centred around places like Joe Beef's Canteen. McKieman's tavern was exceptionally rich in popular recreations. A menagerie of monkeys, parrots, and wild cats of various kinds were from time to time exhibited in the Canteen, but it was McKieman's bears which brought in the crowds. Joe Beef's first bear, named Jenny and billed as the "sole captive" of the "courageous" 1869 expedition to the North West, never retired sober during the last three years of her life. One of her cubs inherited the family weakness. Tom, who had a daily consumption of twenty pints of beer, was often as "drunk as a coal heaver" by closing. Indeed, Tom was one of the regulars, usually sitting on his hind quarters and taking his pint between his paws, downing it without spilling a drop. Local temperance men had always pointed out that drink turned men into animals, but in observing Tom's habits Joe Beef could point out this curious reversal of behaviour which the Canteen produced. Other bears were kept in the tavern's cellar and viewed by customers through a trap door in the barroom floor. Occasionally, McKieman brought up the bears to fight with some of his dogs or play a game of billiards with the proprietor.

The tavern was not an ideal place for animals and one observer remarked on the mangy, dirty, and listless character of the bears. Beatings were often used to rouse the animals into their "naturally" ferocious state.

---

14 *Montreal Witness*, 4 April 1881. In an account of Joe Beef's encounter with the census taker, the problems of tracing the transient population were made clear. Of all the one-night guests which the Canteen provided for, only ten men were found by the census taker. Two of these, an Irish musician and a Spanish cook, were probably employees of the tavern. Also listed were an English coachmaker, an Irish blacksmith, an American barber, a Scottish commercial agent, an English (Quaker) leather merchant, an Irish accountant, an English labourer, and an Irish tanner. McKieman's fifteen-year-old son was listed as a rivet maker and was likely serving an apprenticeship. See Public Archives of Canada, (hereafter PAC), RG 31, Census of Canada, 1881, Manuscript, Montreal, West Ward, Division 3, p. 1.
15 *Toronto Globe*, 14 April 1876.
The Canteen attracted its working-class patrons with an imaginative use of the daily newspapers. Minstrels, performing bears and good food and drink provided the setting for a night on the town. (La Minerve, 29 December 1873. National Library Photo L 8601.)

Sometimes McKiernan was mauled during these demonstrations and once a buffalo on exhibit sent him to hospital for a number of days. A Deputy Clerk of the Peace, inspecting the tavern to renew its licence, was bitten by one of Joe Beef’s dogs. There was little public outcry over these conditions. Montreal’s Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals was still a fledgling organization in the 1870s which spent its time regulating butchers’ practices and prosecuting carters for mistreatment of their horses. As long as they presented no public danger, McKiernan’s menagerie was left undisturbed.

Although lacking formal education, Charles McKiernan considered himself a man of learning and regularly read the New York Journal, the Irish American, the Irish World, and local newspapers. He employed a musician

17 Montreal Star, 10 September 1883; 11 September 1883; 3 October 1883.
(which was illegal under the terms of his licence) to entertain his customers. Regular patrons played the piano in the tavern. McKiernan, however, led much of the entertainment. Drawing on personal experience and varied readings, McKiernan eagerly debated topics of the day, or amused patrons with humorous poems of his own composition. He had a remarkable ability to ramble on for hours in rhyming couplets. Sometimes to achieve this end, he distorted the accepted English pronunciation beyond recognition. This disgusted some middle-class visitors to the Canteen, but regular customers clearly enjoyed these feats of rhetoric.

Behind the bar, two skeletons were hung from the wall and served as props for McKiernan’s tales. From time to time, the skeletons represented the mortal remains of McKiernan’s first wife, his relatives in Ireland, or the last of an unfortunate temperance lecturer who mistakenly strayed into Joe Beef’s Canteen one night.

From the occasional poetry which McKiernan printed in the newspapers, the style and subjects of these evenings can be seen. Concentrating on the figures of authority in the workingman’s life, the employer, the Recorder, the landlord, or the local minister, McKiernan’s humour allowed his patrons a temporary mastery over the forces which dominated their lives outside the Canteen doors. Inside the Canteen, the rights of the common man always triumphed. On local issues, McKiernan complained about the lack of municipal services for the waterfront community. He demanded,

Fair play for Sammy, Johnny and Pat as well as the Beaver Hall Bogus Aristocrat

Legal authority, most familiar to his patrons through the Recorder’s Court, was also denounced, but feared. An engraving of the Recorder looked down on the patrons from above the bar, and wedged into the frame were a number of dollar bills and notes which served as a reserve fund. McKiernan used this fund to pay fines imposed upon his regular customers. Since most depended upon day labour, even a short jail term could spell disaster for the labourers’ families. Imprisonment in lieu of fines was a very contentious issue, as the vehemence of the following poem illustrates.

They have taken me from my father,
They have taken me from my mother,
They have taken me from my sister,
They have taken me from my brothers,
In this wintry season of woe

19 Montreal Herald, 21 April 1880; Montreal Witness, 6 August 1875. Jon M. Kingsdale, “The Poor Man’s Club: Social Functions of the Urban Working Class Saloon,” American Quarterly, 25 (1973), 472-89, provides an excellent background to the discussion which follows and demonstrates that many of the Canteen’s services were common to nineteenth-century taverns.

20 La Minerve, 2 August 1873.

21 Toronto Globe, 14 April 1876; Halifax Herald, 28 June 1880; Montreal Star, 3 October 1887.
And for the sake of one paltry, lousy Dollar,
Down to jail, for to die, like a Dog, amongst Bugs and Vermin,
I had to go.
I died amongst howling and laughter,
I died howling for a drink of water
But you living Tyrants, and Two Legged Monsters take warning and
remember that cold, cold Saturday Morning!!!
For man's vengeance is swift, though God's vengeance is with some,
rather slow.  

McKiernan himself was no stranger to the Recorder's Court. In July 1867, the tavern keeper faced charges from a disgruntled patron who had been roughly thrown into the street for rowdyism. On different occasions, McKiernan's musician and a former servant complained of beatings they had received for drunkenness on the job. Along with the violations of his liquor licence, such incidents illustrated that Joe Beef's legal opinions were grounded in experience.

Another prominent subject in Joe Beef's Canteen was the economic depression which hovered over Montreal for much of the 1870s. As casual labourers, the Canteen's patrons were severely affected by commercial slumps. In "Joe Beef's Advice to Biddy, the Washerwoman," McKiernan wrote,

I must tell you that Kingston is dead, Quebec is
Dying and out of Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto hundreds are flying
In the country parts unless you can
Parlez-vous, There is nothing for you to do
And in John's office it is all the cry
No Union printers for work need apply
And if the landlord his rent you cannot
Pay your sewing machine he will take
Away. So in the fall God help the
Poor of Montreal.  

The unwillingness of the private and public authorities to provide adequate relief systems also attracted Joe Beef's notice. In a parody of the economic theories of industrialists, McKiernan professed,

Joe Beef of Montreal, the Son of the People,
He cares not for the Pope, Priest, Parson or King
William of the Boyne; all Joe wants is the Coin.

22 La Minerve. 20 January 1874.
23 Montreal Star. 14 July 1876; Montreal Witness. 22 October 1873; 12 November 1877.
24 La Minerve. 7 November 1873. John was John Dougall of the Montreal Witness who had recently dismissed some union employees. Although the Canteen was a male bastion, McKiernan was not unaware of the growing number of women workers in the Montreal labour force. For the employment of women, see Dorothy Suzanne Cross', "The Neglected Majority: The Changing Role of Women in Nineteenth Century Montreal," Social History. 12 (1973), 202-3.
He trusts in God in the summer time to keep him from all harm; when he sees the first frost and snow poor old Joe trusts to the Almighty Dollar and good maple wood to keep his belly warm...25

These were problems which his patrons had little difficulty in understanding.

Central to all of McKieman’s pronouncements was the belief that the common problems of casual labourers and the poor of Montreal should overcome the religious and national differences which separated them. Joe Beef did “not give a damn Whether he is an Indian a Nigger a Cripple a Billy or a Mich”26 when attempting to help the unemployed. What the unemployed and casual labourer lacked, in McKieman’s opinion, was a common voice. Since no one else was likely to assume that role, Joe Beef became the self-appointed champion of the waterfront workers. His success was remarkable as he gained the confidence of his neighbours and attracted the attention of many residents who were unaware of the poor conditions on their doorstep. Making friends with both English and French journalists, Joe Beef’s Canteen and the waterfront community appeared regularly in the press. While such publicity was good for the Canteen, few accused McKieman of self interest. “Joe Beef” became so well known that few knew precisely who Charles McKieman was. And despite his Irish background, Joe Beef had considerable appeal to French Canadian workers as well, if one can judge popularity from the coverage Joe Beef received in the French language press.

The recreational aspects of Joe Beef’s Canteen covered only a narrow spectrum of the interaction between the tavern owner and his patrons. As the focal point of social activities, Joe Beef’s Canteen also provided the initiative for a number of social services which were a logical outgrowth of the close relationship between McKieman and his neighbourhood. His role in alleviating problems of housing, job hunting, health care, and labour unrest indicated the possibility of a collective response to the common problems among casual labourers of Montreal’s waterfront.

The most visible service which Joe Beef’s Canteen offered was a cheap place to stay for transient and single workers. In the Crown and Sceptre, the bar room was situated next to a dining room and sleeping quarters. The sleeping area contained about 40 wooden sofas which served as beds. At eleven o’clock, boarders deposited ten cents at the bar and were handed a blanket. The men then spread a mattress over the wooden sofa, stripped off all their clothes and went to sleep. McKieman insisted that all his boarders sleep naked as a matter of cleanliness. Those found dirty were ordered upstairs to use one of the wash tubs. Each boarder also had to have his hair cut short, and those failing to meet the standards were sent to Joe Beef’s

26 La Minerve, 28 December 1878.
"inspector of health," or barber, to comply. No conversation was permitted after eleven o’clock and everyone was roused out of bed at seven sharp. These rules were enforced personally by McKieman in his best British Army sergeant’s manner. Three-quarters of the tavern’s boarders were boys between the ages of 12 and 14 who earned their living selling newspapers. For 20 cents a day, they received their food and lodging and, although the conditions set down by Joe Beef might be draconian, they were clearly preferred to similar facilities offered by church organizations. Indeed, the Crown and Sceptre proved such a popular place that one of the prime reasons for moving to Common Street in 1876 was the lack of space. His waterfront location had room for 200 men.27

Fees for room and board were often waived for those without the means to pay such modest sums. McKieman’s tavern was also close to the sources of casual employment which was an important consideration when a day’s work might depend on arriving early on the job site. McKieman often loaned shovels to men engaged in snow shovelling and other jobs. And as the natural resting place for all types of labourers on the docks, Joe Beef’s Canteen was an ideal location to learn who might be hiring in the future. In this way, the tavern allowed transient workers to familiarize themselves with the local labour market and to make a decision whether to stay in Montreal or move on.28

Other social services grew informally as local residents turned to McKieman for assistance in times of trouble. When a Lachine canal labourer was injured during a blasting operation, fellow workers brought him to Joe Beef’s to recuperate. After two men got into a drunken brawl and the loser stripped naked in the street, the crowd brought the man to Joe Beef’s for care. A young immigrant who collapsed on the docks also ended up in the tavern for convalescence. While Joe Beef’s served as a neighbourhood clinic, McKieman’s folk cures left much to be desired. The young immigrant was treated with a vinegar-soaked towel bound tightly around his head. McKieman also professed faith in cayenne pepper and whiskey to cure cramps and Canadian cholera. All this in 20 minutes.29 Still, many people in the nineteenth century attributed medicinal powers to alcohol, and McKieman did state an intention to take courses at the Montreal General Hospital to improve his knowledge of basic medicine.

These experiences led the tavern owner to lobby established medical institutions to improve health care services for waterfront residents. In

27 Toronto Globe, 14 April 1876.
28 The integration of transient labour into urban centres was very important and a failure to do so is described in Sydney L. Harring’s “Class Conflict and the Suppression of Tramps in Buffalo, 1892-1894,” Law and Society Review, 11 (1977), 873-911. See also James M. Pitsula’s “The Treatment of Tramps in Late Nineteenth-Century Toronto,” Historical Papers (1980), 116-32.
29 Montreal Star, 5 February 1877; Witness, 2 August 1876; Star, 3 October 1879.
December 1879, he set up a collection box in his tavern for the Montreal General Hospital and invited his customers to contribute. Donating one-tenth of his receipts from all his dinners and a similar share of his boarding house income, McKiernan hoped to raise $500 a year. In the following years, McKiernan offered $100 to the Montreal General if they would provide a doctor to attend the poor in their homes. The hospital declined the offer. Unsuccessful in a more formal improvement of health care services, McKiernan continued to provide emergency relief. When the body of a suicide was buried in August 1883, the tavern keeper provided a tombstone.30

The question of class allegiance was most clearly defined by the incidents of labour unrest which periodically disrupted the city. In December 1877, over 1,000 labourers working on the enlargement of the Lachine Canal abandoned their picks and shovels after a reduction in wages. The Irish and French workers paraded behind a tricolour flag along the canal banks and drove off those who refused to participate in the strike. Following a riot at the offices of canal contractor William Davis, during which the strike leader was shot, the Prince of Wales Rifles were called out to protect the canal and those workers who continued to work at reduced wages.31 The strikers demanded a wage increase to a dollar a day, a nine hour day, regular fortnightly payments, and an end to the "truck system" of payment.32 Among the Montreal citizens, there appeared to be some sympathy with the poor working conditions of the labourers, notably from the Montreal Witness and local MP Bernard Devlin.33 but the militant behaviour of the strikers was generally condemned.

30 Star, 15 January 1878; 29 December 1879; 27 February 1880; 25 March 1880; 1 April 1880. H.E. MacDermot in his History of the Montreal General Hospital (Montreal 1950) wrote that Joe Beef’s Canteen was "a particularly staunch supporter, and entries of donations from 'Proceeds of iron box, barroom, of Joe Beef' are frequent, or from 'his own skating rink,' as well as contributions for the care of special patients." (55) MacDermot’s work was cited in Edgar Collard’s "All Our Yesterdays," Montreal Gazette, 9 January 1960. William Fox Beakbane, who drowned at Allan’s wharf on 29 July 1883, was buried in the McKiernan family plot in Mount Royal Cemetery (Star, 10 August 1883).

31 Witness, 17 December 1877; 19 December 1877. Strike leader Lucien Pacquette spent several days in hospital recovering from his wound. For contractor William Davis, this was not the first time his workers reacted violently to his labour practices. A year earlier someone tried to blow up the contractor’s house and severely damaged the building (Witness, 20 December 1877).

32 Witness, 17 December 1877.

33 Ibid., 19 December 1877; 20 December 1877. Bernard Devlin (1824-80) came to Quebec in 1844 and published the Freeman’s Journal and Commercial Advertiser. He ran unsuccessfully for the 1867 Parliament against Thomas D’Arcy McGee who accused Devlin of being secretly in support of the Fenians. Devlin served as a Liberal MP for Montreal West from 1875 to 1878. (PCB, X, 250).
Joe Beef's Canteen's value to the waterfront community was shown by the tavern keeper's strong support of his neighbours' struggles for better working and living conditions. (From "The Lachine Canal Labourers' Strike," Canadian Illustrated News, 5 January 1878. Public Archives of Canada Photo C 67503.)

Strongest support for the strikers came from the waterfront community. Practical in all things, McKiernan realized that strikers, like the army, travel on their stomachs. On the morning of 20 December, he sent 300 loaves of bread, 36 gallons of tea, and a similar quantity of soup. These supplies required two wagons to be delivered. In addition to feeding the strikers, McKiernan took in as many as the Canteen could hold. One night 300 people found shelter under his roof. Throughout the strike McKiernan was observed, "carting loaves and making good, rich soup in mammoth boilers, as if he were a commissary-general with the resources of an army at his back." No doubt his military training was put to the test in maintaining order in his kitchen. That background also made the tavern keeper aware of the awkward position of the Prince of Wales Rifles who had been hastily summoned to guard the canal. To ensure that the soldier ate as well as a striker, McKiernan despatched a wagon of bread to the men on duty. The soldiers saw the humour in Joe Beef's assistance and gave most of the bread away to the crowd. Some of the tension between striker and soldier was successfully released.

34 Star, 20 December 1877; Witness, 24 December 1877.
35 Star, 19 December 1877.
McKieman, of course, was not popular with the canal contractors for his whole-hearted support of the labourers. William Davis, pointing suspiciously to the 14 taverns in the immediate area, wrote that the strike was caused by outside trouble makers. Another contractor was more direct in his accusations. “All of the trouble which we have had on the canal this winter has been caused mostly by men that never worked a day on the canal and have been started in a low Brothel kept by one Joe Beef who seems to be at the head of it all.”36 Despite this claim, McKieman had only a supporting role in the labourers’ actions, but such comments indicated the success of McKiernan’s efforts to aid the strike.

Besides using his Canteen to take care of the strikers’ physical needs, McKieman also used his skills as an orator to attract public attention to the strikers’ demands. By 1877, Joe Beef was a figure of some notoriety in Montreal and the local press found that his exploits made good copy. His support of the strike was reported extensively in Montreal and even in one Ottawa newspaper. The strikers’ first meeting took place outside Joe Beef’s Canteen and the tavern owner was asked to say a few words. Those nightly discussions in the tavern had given McKieman a remarkable ease with language, and his talent for speaking in rhyming couplets was not wasted. Most of his speech to the crowd was in rhyming form, which so impressed the Montreal Witness reporter that he apologized for only reporting the substance of the speech and not its form as well. McKieman explained his actions in the following terms.

I have been brought up among you as one of yourselves since I was a boy running about bare-footed. When I heard of the strike on the Lachine Canal, I thought I would try to help you, for I knew that men employed there had much to put up with. So I sent you bread to help you hold out. I could not send you whiskey, because you might get drunk, and commit yourselves. In this way you might have injured your cause, and perhaps made the volunteers fire on you. (Laughter)... The greatest philanthropists in the world are in Montreal, and the public here will sympathize with you. They will not see you tyrannized over. But if you are riotous, depend upon it, as sure as you are men before me, the law will take it in hand and crush you. I have nothing against the contractors and you will succeed by speaking rightly to them. You will get your $1 a day for nine hours, or perhaps for eight hours (cheers) or perhaps more (loud cheers). But keep orderly; mind your committee.37

The speech was received with “deafening” cheers.

These mass meetings organized by the strike committee were an important part of their efforts to secure better working conditions. Since the canal enlargement was a federal project, Alexander Mackenzie’s government was anxious to have it completed before the next election. Failure to live up to

37 Witness, 21 December 1877.
this previous election promise would cost the Liberals votes in Montreal.\footnote{Ibid., 22 December 1877.} By rallying public support for their cause, the strikers hoped that Ottawa would intervene on their behalf and compel the contractors to make concessions. As the strike continued, the size of the mass meetings grew. In Chaboillez Square, 2,000 people assembled to hear McKieman and other speakers. Joe Beef lectured on the theme of the “Almighty Dollar.”

My friends, I have come here tonight to address you on “the Almighty Dollar.” The very door bells of Montreal ring with the “Almighty Dollar.” The wooden-headed bobbies nail you, and you have to sleep on the hard floor provided by the City Fathers, and the next morning the fat Recorder tells you: ‘Give me the ‘Almighty Dollar,’ or down you go for eight days.” The big-bugs all have their eyes on the “Almighty Dollar,” from the Bishop down, and if you die in the hospital, they want the almighty dollar to shave you and keep you from the students. No one can blame you for demanding the “Almighty Dollar” a day. The man who promises 90¢ a day and pays only 80¢ is no man at all. The labourer has his rights.\footnote{Ibid., 21 December 1877.}

Public support for the strikers did not alter the fact that the labourers were without income, and after eight days on strike, they returned to the canal at the old wages.\footnote{Ibid., 26 December 1877.}

The canal labourers, however, refused to admit defeat. In mid-January, a strike committee went to Ottawa with funds raised by McKieman and others in order to plead their cause before Alexander Mackenzie. They reduced their demands to the single request that the contractors pay them every fortnight in cash.\footnote{Ottawa Citizen, 18 January 1878. The Citizen carried a copy of a strikers’ petition to Mackenzie which was signed by 122 people including McKieman. Most of the signers were untraceable in local business directories, but some local grocers and dry goods merchants did support the strikers’ demands and this suggests some degree of neighbourhood support. Original petition in PAC, RG11, B1(a), Vol. 473, pp. 2514-20.} Mackenzie was sympathetic but non-committal. When the committee returned to Montreal, the mass meetings became overtly political and the problems of the canal labourers were attributed to the inaction of the Liberal government.\footnote{Ottawa Citizen, 24 January 1878. An admitted weakness of this study is the failure to document the political connections which McKieman had with municipal politicians. Federally, McKieman was a Conservative and this no doubt played some part in his attack on Mackenzie. During the 1872 election, McKieman led a group of sailors into a Liberal polling station and began serenading them with a concertina. When surrounded by an angry crowd, McKieman pulled out a pistol and fired into the air. In the tumult which followed McKieman and his companions were beaten and had to be rescued by the police. Montreal Witness, 28 August 1872.} Meanwhile, Mackenzie had ordered an investigation into the Lachine situation which revealed the widespread use of store payment which considerably reduced the real wages of the labourers. Sensing a political disaster in the making, the government ordered the
contractors to end store payments. All contractors complied immediately and the labourers won a modest victory. McKiernan’s efforts, while not the only factor in this outcome, did help the strikers publicize their demands and ease their physical hardships. In doing so, he demonstrated the potential strength of a waterfront community united in a common cause.

The canal labourers’ strike was McKiernan’s most extensive effort in aiding strikers, but not his only involvement. During a strike against the Allen line, ship labourers used the Canteen as a rallying point and the flag they used in their parades came from the tavern. In April 1880, when the Hochelaga cotton mill workers struck, Joe Beef again assumed his role as people’s commissary-general by supplying the strikers with bread. Such incidents illustrated how the working-class culture which centred around the tavern could be mobilized to produce benefits for the Canteen’s patrons. But in doing so, McKiernan also attracted the criticism of middle-class reformers who felt that such a culture encouraged workers in a dangerous behaviour which threatened the social stability of Montreal.

During the 1870s, middle-class reformers began to enter into the waterfront community to assist the workingman in overcoming his social and economic poverty. The YMCA, the Salvation Army, as well as local employers and clergy, all found themselves confronted by an existing culture and community services centred around Joe Beef’s Canteen. Their response to McKiernan’s activities illustrated the immense social differences between the middle and working class of Montreal. One visitor to the city described Joe Beef’s Canteen as a “den of robbers and wild beasts” over which McKiernan presided, “serving his infernal majesty in loyal style.” The patrons were “unkempt, unshaven, fierce-looking specimens of humanity,” and “roughs of various appearances, ready apparently, either to fight, drink, or steal, if the opportunity offered.” In conclusion, this visitor wrote, “As we came away from his canteen where we felt that dirt, bestiality, and devilment held high carnival, my friend said, ‘I believe Joe is worse than his bears and lower down in the scale of being than his monkeys. No monkey could ever be Joe’s ancestor, though he is the father of wild beasts that prey on society.’ ” While Montreal’s middle class did not engage in the

43 PAC, RG11, Bl(a), Vol. 473, pp. 2514-69. Not all contractors paid their workers in truck, and those who did argued that the workers benefitted from the arrangement. Davis argued that monthly pay periods increased productivity. “On Public Works as a Rule, a large number of men lose time after pay day, and, thereby disarrange and retard the progress of the Works.” (Davis to Braun, 21 January 1878, p. 2532). John Dougall of the Montreal Witness, however, published an account of the supplies given to a labourer instead of cash. For $1.75 owing in wages, the worker received whiskey, sugar, tobacco, cheese and bread valued at $1.05. The goods were on display throughout the strike at Joe Beef’s Canteen (Witness, 22 January 1878).

44 Star, 17 April 1880; Witness, 21 April 1880.

45 Halifax Herald, 28 June 1880.
"slumming parties" which were popular in London, portrait painter Robert Harris and his companion William Brymmer visited the Canteen to satisfy their curiosity. The actions of middle-class men on the waterfront revealed a fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of the working-class behaviour which they observed.

By the mid-1880s, many respectable Montrealers associated Joe Beef with all the worst aspects of the waterfront community. When Le Monde suggested a string of lack lustre candidates for the 1886 mayoralty race, the satiric Le Canard urged them to select Joe Beef, whom all could accept as the worst possible choice. (Le Canard, 6 February 1886. National Library Photo L 9100.)

The common middle-class picture of the waterfront community was one of drunkenness, immorality, and lawlessness. Waterfront taverns like the Canteen, or French Marie’s, were described by the Montreal Police Chief as “hot beds of all that is vicious” whose patrons were “always on the look out for mischief, and whose chief and most relished pastime seems to consist in attacking the police, rescuing prisoners, and spreading terror.” Sub-Chief Lancy reported that the only reason why police did not close down Joe Beef’s Canteen was that “it is better to have all these characters


kept in one place so that they might be dropped upon by the detectives.”
Indeed, there was much truth to police complaints about public order on the waterfront, but they were less than candid in public statements about the role which men like Charles McKieman played in the maintenance of order. The Black Horse Gang, composed of working-class youths, roamed the waterfront for years, extorting drinking money from lone pedestrians and robbing drunken sailors. Implicated in at least one death, the Black Horse Gang rarely faced prosecution because their violent reputation intimidated many witnesses from pressing charges. And the Black Horse Gang did frequent Joe Beef’s Canteen, or at least until October 1876, when McKieman threw four of its members out into the street for rowdiness. Ironically, one of the gang members attempted to lay charges against the tavern owner for injuries resulting from the incident. The waterfront also harboured “Joe Beef’s Gang” which in November 1878 was involved in a market square battle with local butchers.

Violations of public order, however, must be distinguished from acts of criminality. Indeed, McKieman was known to assist the police in their efforts to capture criminals. Police arrested ten men on charges of highway robbery in September 1880 following a tip from McKieman. In minor cases, the tavern owner was called upon to give character references for waterfront residents. McKieman’s censure was enough to send a local street gang leader to two months hard labour. When the prisoner tried to retaliate by charging Joe Beef’s Canteen with violations of its liquor licence, the judge, grateful for the favour to the court, refused to admit the evidence.

McKieman, like many working-class people, did not consider occasional drunkenness or acts of rowdyism sufficient cause to send men to jail, especially if imprisonment meant certain ruin for a labourer’s family. The informal, if sometimes rough, justice which McKieman enforced upon his patrons was obviously preferable to the legal penalties of the court. While not publicly admitting such an accommodation, the Montreal police found that such informal co-operation worked in their favour.

The difference between the middle-class attitude towards the police and that of the waterfront residents was illustrated by the experience of the


49 Star, 30 October 1876. The Black Horse Gang’s activities are reported in the Witness, 26 May 1875; 27 May 1875; Star, 1 February 1876; Witness, 24 July 1880; 10 May 1882. Street gangs in general are discussed in the Witness, 31 May 1875.

50 Witness, 19 November 1878; 18 November 1878. The Witness story on the incident was protested by “Joe Beef’s Gang” who turned up in the editor’s office and claimed that they were “respectable mechanics and that the butchers are on the contrary not noted for their respectable behaviour.”

51 Witness, 28 September 1880; 24 July 1879.
YMCA's first venture into the area. As an alternative to the saloon, the YMCA established a reading room on Craig Street. In January 1877, eight men were arrested there for creating a disturbance, and the Montreal Witness accused McKieman of offering a reward to the men who closed down the operation. The tavern owner refuted these charges by pointing out that the incident had occurred only because of the YMCA's mishandling of the situation. As McKieman explained, "Joe Beef never called on one policeman to arrest any of those men who frequent his place. If those eight had only been sent to him he would have given them work and food and sent them back better behaved." By using the police to settle their problems, the YMCA violated one of the unwritten rules of behaviour on the waterfront.

The influence of waterfront taverns upon sailors visiting Montreal was a constant concern amongst ship owners. Searches for deserting sailors often started with a visit to Joe Beef's Canteen and a quick check of its customers. As an alternative to the tavern, the Montreal Sailors Institute was established in 1869 "a stone's throw" from nine taverns. Open from May to November, the Institute had a reading room, writing desks, stationery, and sabbath services. Food, for a price, could be bought but not alcohol. In 1879, the Institute sold 4,885 cups of coffee and confidently concluded that, "Every cup lessening much the demand for whiskey." Encouraging sailors to sign abstinence pledges, the Institute recognized that sober sailors were dependable sailors. But like the YMCA, the Institute had little understanding or sympathy for the working-class culture of the neighbourhood. The Institute manager, Robert R. Bell, described tavern patrons as "the lowest and most depraved human beings." Dock workers, in particular, he found "a class much given to alcoholic liquors." Bell lamented the inability to enforce the Sunday liquor laws and suggested the local policemen were in league with the tavern keepers. In his attempts to save the waterfront workers from their own culture as well as from economic hardship, Bell was typical of the middle-class professionals who came into the area. With 60 per cent of the Institute's budget earmarked for the salary of Bell and his two assistants, and liberal contributions from local ship owners, the motives behind such projects were viewed suspiciously by the waterfront workers.

The most ardent attempts to reform the moral and social habits of the waterfront workers came from Montreal's clergy. The importance of the church in nineteenth-century social welfare services need not be recounted.

52 Ibid., 8 February 1877.
54 Royal Commission on the Liquor Traffic, House of Commons Sessional Paper, No. 21, 1894, 584.
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here, but the resources of Montreal’s various churches dwarfed anything which the waterfront community could organize on its own. McKieman’s public attitude towards all denominations of clergy was openly hostile. He wrote that “Churches, Chapels, Ranters, Preachers, Beechers and such stuff Montreal has already got enough.” The cartoon from *Le Canard* illustrated quite clearly that Joe Beef would look almost anywhere for salvation before turning to the church. Respectable Montreal was shocked in 1871 when McKieman buried his first wife. On leaving the cemetery, he ordered the band to play the military tune, “The Girl I Left Behind Me.” This so outraged the *Montreal Witness* that its editor only described the funeral as a “ludicrous circumstance” without going into details. And, probably to his great delight, McKieman actually convinced the census taker in 1881 that he was a practising Baptist.

Clergy who ventured onto the waterfront, however, were sometimes pleasantly surprised at McKieman’s behaviour. John Currie, a Presbyterian minister, ventured into Joe Beef’s Canteen to preach to its patrons as an “act of Faith.” After some initial heckling from the tavern owner, Currie was allowed to finish his sermon. On its conclusion, McKieman offered any

The difference of religious sentiment was reflected in the organization of benevolent associations. Roman Catholic Montreal had its own hospitals and dispensaries, 13 benevolent institutions caring for the aged, orphaned, and widowed. Nine Catholic charitable societies also contributed to the welfare of the impoverished citizens. Protestant Montreal, besides having its hospitals, had 16 benevolent institutions for the same clientele as the Catholic institutions as well as homes for female immigrants and sick servant girls. Religious differences were further complicated by the national origins of Montreal residents. To aid fellow countrymen there were several national societies including the St. George, St. Andrew, St. Patrick, St. Jean Baptiste, Irish Protestant, Italian, Welsh, Scandinavian, and Swiss benevolent organizations. See *Lowell’s Historic Report of the Census of Montreal* (Montreal 1891), 62-3, 72-3. See also Janice A. Harvey’s “Upper Class Reaction to Poverty in Mid-Nineteenth Century Montreal: A Protestant Example,” (M.A. thesis, McGill University, 1978) for descriptions of Protestant charities.
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58 Montreal Star, 29 September 1871; Montreal Yesterdays, 272-3. McKieman’s 25 year old wife Mary McRae and her baby died on 26 September 1871, and it is uncertain whether the contemporary accounts correctly interpreted McKieman’s actions. Interestingly enough, McKieman’s republican sentiments exhibited themselves on his wife’s gravestone. Her inscription read in part,

```
I leave a husband and four orphan babes
To mourn their mother’s loss
Who will never return
But let that tree, which you see
Be the tree of Liberty
And in its stead never let the tree of [Bigotry]
Be planted between them and me.
```

As this Le Canard cartoon illustrated, Charles McKiernan had little respect for the pious book learning of clergymen like John Currie. (Le Canard, 22 December 1877. National Library Photo L 9101.)

man who went to Currie’s services a dinner and night’s lodging for free.61 The YMCA and a “Hot Gospeller” at different times held religious services in the dining room attached to Joe Beef’s Canteen. The apparent contradiction in McKiernan’s public and private behaviour originated with his general distrust of a clergy which was essentially middle class. Once he viewed individual ministers at close range and found them willing to treat his patrons as their equals — at least before the eyes of God — then the tavern keeper had no objection to their work. As Joe Beef reported to the press,

A preacher may make as many proselytes as he chooses in my canteen, at the rate of ten cents a head. That’s my price... for if I choose to give myself the trouble I could make them embrace any faith or none at all or become free thinkers.62

Not all preachers received a welcome into Joe Beef’s Canteen. Mr. Hammond, a travelling revivallist whose views on tobacco and drink were at odds

61 Montreal Yesterdays, 279-80.
62 Toronto Globe, 14 April 1876; Montreal Star, 31 July 1876.
with McKiernan’s, was invited to the Canteen for a debate. Before the eve­ning was out, Mr. Hammond had been chased around the Canteen by a pack of Joe Beef’s bears and dogs to the general amusement of the taverns’ patrons.\footnote{Halifax Herald, 28 June 1880. For Mr. Hammond’s preaching style see Montreal Star, 18 March 1880.} When the Salvation Army first appeared in Montreal, McKiernan supported them. With their military bearing and brass-band approach to salvation, they were a natural to play outside the Canteen, and McKiernan paid them to do so. This harmonious relationship abruptly ended when an Army officer called the Canteen “a notorious rendez-vous of the vicious and depraved.”\footnote{Edgar Collard, “Of Many Things,” Montreal Gazette, 28 February 1976. For the legal problems of the Salvation Army, see the Montreal Star, 19 August 1886; 3 September 1886; 14 September 1886.} Shortly afterwards the band was arrested for disturbing the peace and McKiernan was suspected of being behind the complaint.

These clashes between the local clergy, reform groups, the police, and Joe Beef were carefully chronicled by the editor of the Montreal Witness, John Dougall. Dougall founded the Witness to instruct the general public in the Christian way of life and frequently drew upon Joe Beef for examples of modern depravity. Dougall was not unsympathetic to the economic hardships of Montreal’s working class. He gave extensive coverage to the 1877 canal labourers’ strike and attacked industrialists for their lack of concern over the moral implications of modern industry upon employees. But Dougall was convinced that the working-class culture which centred around taverns was a dangerous influence for all workingmen. As one contemporary described Dougall, he was “a fighter in the cause of temperance, of political purity, of public morals, of municipal righteousness, of Free Trade and of aggressive Christianity.”\footnote{Montreal Star, 9 January 1911. See J.I. Cooper’s “The Early Editorial Policy of the Montreal Witness,” Canadian Historical Association Report (1947), 53-62 and Dougall’s obituary in the Montreal Star, 19 August 1886.} The unyielding earnestness of Dougall’s public statements made him a frequent target for Joe Beef’s satires. A typical verse stated,

\begin{quote}
Bitter beer I will always drink,  
and Bitter Beer I will always draw  
and for John and his song singing  
Ranters never care a straw.\footnote{La Minerve, 13 March 1873.}
\end{quote}

When the Witness dismissed six of its printers for belonging to the International Typographers Union, McKiernan naturally sided with the union’s efforts to have the men reinstated.\footnote{Montreal Star, 26 November 1872; 27 November 1872; 28 November 1872.}

Dougall characterized Joe Beef as the “hunter for the souls of men”\footnote{Montreal Witness, 8 February 1877.}
John Dougall, editor of the temperance journal Montreal Witness, found himself transformed into a beer-swilling bear for the amusement of the Canteen’s clientele. (Le Canard, 25 April 1873. L 8706.)

and, instead of seeing the social services which surrounded the Canteen as a positive contribution to the community, believed that these were merely clever ways of entrapping unsuspecting workers into a world of drink and sin. The death of John Kerr in April 1879 confirmed Dougall’s conviction. Kerr was a regular at the Canteen who made his living doing odd jobs around the docks. One day in April, Kerr did not go out to work and by nightfall had drank himself to death. During the Coroner’s inquest, McKiernan explained his policy of never calling in the police. When men got rowdy, he simply put them in a room under the bar to sleep it off. Customers, McKiernan went on, were never treated roughly and they were “all in good health. We never club them; you know you can squeeze a man to make him do what you want, without beating him.” Kerr, a well-behaved man and often sick, was never treated in this manner. Yet the existence of the “Black Hole” (as the jury foreman described it) caught Dougall’s attention. In a scathing editorial, the Witness charged that McKiernan preyed on the unemployed in a merciless way.

Ibid., 4 April 1878.
What an empire within an empire is this, where law is administered and Her Majesty's peace kept without expense to Her Majesty. How joyfully should Government renew the licence of this carer of the poor, who can squeeze a man even to the last cent he wants, even to go uncomplainingly to prison, or to working for him all day with the snow shovel he provides, and bringing home his earning daily and nightly to hand over the counter for the poison which is his real pay. 70

Dougall demanded the Canteen's licence be revoked. The coroner's jury, however, did not see anything illegal in the unconventional practices of Joe Beef.

"Into Africa" was the phrase that one visitor to the waterfront used to describe his experience, and the social isolation of the middle and working classes of Montreal in the 1870s was quite remarkable. Yet these initial failures for the reformers did not stop their efforts, and throughout the coming decades they continued to establish links between the waterfront and the rest of the city. McKieman, though suspicious, was not entirely hostile to these men addressing themselves to the obvious problems of the casual labourers. Their working-class culture was still strong enough to ensure that social assistance did not mean social control. Forces beyond the control of the waterfront community, however, were already weakening that culture.

The world of Joe Beef, which developed during the 1870s, continued to function throughout the 1880s, but its dynamic qualities appeared to be on the wane. Joe Beef's public profile certainly declined in the 1880s. The eventual disintegration of this culture cannot be attributed to any single factor either within the working-class community or from some of the larger developments of the decade. A combination of factors, including a decasualization of dockwork, the rise of the Knights of Labor, plus new attitudes towards leisure and urban conditions, made the survival of Joe Beef's Canteen beyond the death of its owner unlikely.

As a waterfront tavern, Joe Beef's Canteen depended upon the patronage of the longshoremen who unloaded and loaded the ships in the Montreal harbour. Longshoremen worked irregular hours, sometimes as long as 36 hours at a stretch. Crews were hired by stevedores who contracted with a ship's captain to unload the vessel for a fixed price and provided the necessary equipment. Longshoremen, therefore, spent long periods of time on the docks either working, or contacting stevedores about the prospects for employment. With between 1,700 and 2,500 men competing for work, individuals had to spend much of their time ensuring that they earned the average wage of $200 per season. 71 Given these job conditions, the attraction of a waterfront tavern where one could eat, sleep, drink, and scout around for employment can not be underestimated.

The nature of employment on the docks began to change in the mid-

70 Ibid., 5 April 1879.
1880s. H. & A. Allen Company, one of the larger shipping firms in the port, introduced a system of contract labour. Over 100 longshoremen signed contracts directly with the shipping company which guaranteed steady employment for the season. The contract specified that each contract employee would have to pay 1 per cent of his wages towards an accident insurance plan, as well as agree to have 10 per cent of his total wages held back until the end of the season. Any man who left before the term of his contract forfeited claim to these wages. With a rate of 25 cents per hour, the pay of the Allen contract employees was slightly better than regular longshoremen, but these relinquished their traditional rights to refuse work which did not suit them. Longshoremen testifying before the 1889 Royal Commission on the Relations of Capital and Labour were certainly critical of the contract system, which most felt gave the company a guaranteed labour supply without contributing greatly to the welfare of the longshoremen. While the contract system accounted for only a fraction of the total labour force on the docks, the Allen Company's desire to "decasualize" their labour force was an indication of the future. Such a system made a convenient tavern unnecessary.

It was no coincidence that the Allen Company attempted to introduce the contract system among longshoremen at the same time that labour organizations appeared on the waterfront. Edmund Tart told the Royal Commission that he belonged to a "secret trades organization" which existed on the docks. Possibly a local of the Knights of Labor, the union had its own benefit plan to offset the Allen Company insurance scheme. Patrick Dalton, a longshoreman for the Allen Company, testified against the contract system. Pointing to the organization of the Quebec City longshoremen, Dalton stressed that only the organization of all longshoremen could guarantee higher wages. Dalton concluded by saying that labour unions were not fundamentally concerned with wages, but with bettering "the condition of the men, socially and morally."

The rise of the Knights of Labor in the mid-1880s produced profound changes in the dynamics of working-class development, and the culture surrounding Joe Beef's Canteen was shaken up by their emergence. Along with lawyers, bankers, and capitalists, the Knights of Labor banned tavern owners from their ranks. Testifying before the Royal Commission on the Liquor Traffic, Louis Z. Boudreau, president of the Montreal Trades and Labour Council, reflected this attitude towards drink when he stated that "people we meet in the Trades and Labor Council are not drinking men as a whole. They are a good class of men." As skilled workers accepted the need for temperance, the unskilled waterfront labourers might also re-examine the benefits of tavern life. This did
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not signal an alliance between organized labour and the temperance advocates who attacked Joe Beef in the 1870s. Spokesmen for organized labour criticized most of these temperance workers for failing to realize that much of the drunkenness among workingmen resulted from economic hardship. Clearly, William Darlington, a prominent Montreal Knight of Labor, shared McKieman’s distrust of the clergy’s attempt to reform the workman. Darlington told the Liquor Commission that “the workingmen feel that the church is a religious institution without Christianity, and that the clergy is simply a profession, got up for the purpose of making money in some instances, and in other, for preaching in the interest of capital against labour. . . . They find out in reality that the Knights of Labor preach more Christianity than the churches.” Despite such similarities, there was no room for Joe Beef in the Knights of Labor.

Outside of the working-class neighbourhoods, other forces were emerging which shaped public attitudes towards Joe Beef’s Canteen. Throughout the 1880s, Montreal’s middle-class residents grew more critical of the police force’s inability to enforce the liquor laws. This new mood was captured by the Law and Order League (also known as the Citizens League of Montreal) which was formed in 1886. The League’s purpose was to pressure police to enforce the liquor and public morality laws by publicizing open violations. Operating in co-operation with the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, the League was able to effect a dramatic increase in the number of prosecutions against tavern owners. Under such pressure, the police were less likely to work informally with Joe Beef on matters of public order.

New attitudes towards leisure activities were also coming to the fore during the 1880s. With the growth of the YMCA and the Amateur Athletic Associations, urban youths were encouraged to spend their time in organized sport and develop the socially useful traits of “teamwork, perseverance, honesty and discipline — true muscular Christianity.” As one YMCA lecturer told his audience, recreation had to “invigorate the mind and body, and have nothing to do with questionable company, being regulated by Christian standards.” While such campaigns were not designed to recruit former members of street gangs, but rather the middle-class youth and clerks from the new industrial factories, these new approaches to recreation did have an impact on general tolerance of the waterfront culture. Prize fighting, probably a favoured sport of Joe Beef’s patrons, was publicly

---
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denounced as a barbaric and dangerous sport.\textsuperscript{81} With the growing alliance between the RSPCA and the Law and Order League, the Canteen’s menagerie could not have survived a public outcry. New recreational opportunities for working-class Montreal, such as the opening of Sohmer Park in the early 1890s,\textsuperscript{82} indicated that the necessity to centre all recreational life around the tavern was diminishing.

There was also a perceptible shift in public attitudes towards poverty and the city slums. With the reformers’ concentration on the physical aspects of their city — clean water, paved streets, public parks, and adequate fire protection — urban slums were no longer seen only as places for poor people to live, but as potential threats to public health. Herbert Ames, a pioneer in efforts to clean up Montreal, stated that in matters of public health a simple rule existed — “the nearer people live to each other, the shorter they live.”\textsuperscript{83} Such programmes as the Fresh Air Fund, which sent mothers and children of the slums to a country retreat for temporary escape from the noise and smoke of the city, testified to the concern among middle-class reformers about the dangerous effects of an industrial city.\textsuperscript{84} The Montreal Star carried a series of reports on the terrible living conditions in Montreal’s slums.\textsuperscript{85} In 1885 during a smallpox epidemic, riots broke out when health authorities tried to vaccinate working-class people against the disease.\textsuperscript{86} The great physical dangers which the slums created for the city, let alone the social danger, forced local authorities to take a closer look at the waterfront’s neighbourhoods.

Many of these fears and developments seem to have been familiar to the reporter who visited the Canteen in 1887. While the bears received the familiar treatment, the reporter was quite disturbed at the new attitude among the patrons. He wrote, “Nothing is more striking than the demeanor of the poor folk who fill the room. No oaths are uttered, no coarse jests, no loud talking, and never a laugh is heard. A very quiet, not to say sombre, lot of men. One would like to see a little more animation and liveliness, to hear now and then a good hearty laugh.”\textsuperscript{87} Nor was this brooding silence
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unique to Joe Beef's Canteen, as the reporter found several other taverns similarly devoid of their regular good cheer. These dull vacant looks, the reporter went on, "are the kind of faces one meets in the east end of London and other similar districts; but we should hardly expect to find them here. They are here, though, you see." The reporter's reference to East London was repeated a few years later by the author of Montreal by Gaslight, a muckraking study of the city's "underworld." For the local observer, the most frightening prospect for his city was to duplicate the urban miseries of the East End of London. In Montreal by Gaslight, the author warned against the social consequences of drink and crushing poverty. "Last and greatest of all, think you that the modern plague of London is not known to us? Are we not infected?" Along the waterfront, the silence of the labourers was feared to be the incubation period of this great urban disease. Of its eventual outbreak, the author wrote, "It may be that some day labor will raise and demand that for which it now pleads. That demand will mean riot, strike, and even civil war." Montreal by Gaslight was written as a warning that a solution must be found before it was too late. The general outcome of such fears was that middle-class Montreal began to pay more attention to its waterfront area just as the social and economic circumstances which gave rise to Joe Beef's Canteen were changing.

The rough life along the waterfront had its own hazards and on 15 January 1889 Charles McKiernan died of heart failure in his Canteen while only 54 years of age. His death was received with great sadness in many quarters of the city and the funeral attracted large crowds. As the Gazette reporter commented, "Every grade in the social scale was represented in those assembled in front of the 'Canteen.' There were well known merchants, wide awake brokers, hard working mechanics and a big contingent of the genus bum, all jostling one another for a glimpse of the coffin containing what remained of one, whatever may have been his faults, who was always the poor man's friend." After a short Anglican service, McKiernan's body was carried out of the tavern and the procession started for Mount Royal Cemetery. Among those in the procession were representatives from 50 labour societies who acknowledged for the last time Joe Beef's support of the trade union movement. The exception to this general sympathy was the Montreal Witness which published its own death notice.

Joe Beef is dead. For twenty five years he has enjoyed in his own way the reputation of being for Montreal what was in former days known under the pet sobriquet of the wickedest man. His saloon, where men consorted with unclean beasts was probably the most disgustingly dirty in the country. It has been the bottom of the sink of which the Windsor bar and others like it are the receivers. The only step fur-
ther was to be found murdered on the wharf or dragged out of the gutter or the river, as might happen. It was the resort of the most degraded of men. It was the bottom of the pit, a sort of cul de sac, in which thieves could be corralled. The police declared it valuable to them as a place where these latter could be run down. It has been actively at work over all that time for the brutalizing of youth — a work which was carried on with the utmost diligence by its, in that sense, talented proprietor."

Perhaps more than any of Joe Beef's lampoons, this editorial showed the limits of the Witness's Christian charity.

With McKieman's death, Joe Beef's Canteen declined. The transient customers were the first to suffer. Thomas Irwin, a "protege" of the Canteen, was arrested a few days after McKieman's death for stealing a piece of flannel. In explaining his crime, Irwin stated "There is no use for me trying to make my living now that poor old Joe is dead and gone. I must get a home somewhere in winter; won't you admit that? Well, I stole to get a lodging." For the wharf-rats and sun-fish, Joe Beef's was closed. His bears met an ignoble end as well. In April police officers shot Joe Beef's bears on the request of McKieman's widow. She planned to have them stuffed. By 1893 the Canteen was gone. The Salvation Army bought the tavern and under the banner of "Joe Beef's Converted" continued many of the services to transient workers which McKieman had pioneered. Masters at adapting popular culture to their religious beliefs, the Salvation Army transformed one of their most troublesome enemies into a prophet for bread and salvation.

In assessing the significance of Charles McKieman to the Montreal working class in the 1870s and 1880s, one must remember that when McKieman arrived in 1868 he did not create the working-class culture associated with Joe Beef's Canteen. That culture, which had grown out of the daily routines of the casual labourers on the docks, already existed. What Joe Beef accomplished was to give that culture a public face and voice, a figure upon which the local press and reformers could focus. In doing so, Joe Beef saved that culture from the obscurity which generally surrounds work cultures. The material necessary for that culture was amply demonstrated by the numerous community services which grew up around the tavern. This waterfront culture possessed its own values of mutual assistance, hard work, good cheer, and a sense of manly dignity. The neces-

119 Montreal By Gaslight, 119.
120 Star, 24 January 1889.
121 Ibid., 29 April 1889.
122 Star, 26 May 1893; 27 May 1893. R.G. Moyles, in The Blood and Fire in Canada (Toronto 1977), remarked that this was a new venture for the Salvation Army. "Whereas other men's hostels had been designed as rescue centres for ex-prisoners and for total derelicts, Joe Beef's was a hostel for transients, providing a cheap bed for the unemployed man with little money and a cheap meal for the poor city labourer." (69)
sity to "act like men," which McKieman urged upon striking canal labourers, was an important code of ethics which the tavern owner used as a measure of all things. Clergy who treated his patrons "as men" were allowed into the Canteen, but organizations which resorted to the police to settle problems deserved condemnation for such unmanly behaviour. Even McKieman's denunciations of Montreal industrialists, the "Big Bugs," or John Dougall were denunciations of individuals and not social classes. Indeed, the tendency to personalize every problem facing the waterfront community pointed out the necessity for longshoremen to find some larger institutional framework through which they could preserve the values that their work culture generated. The Knights of Labor provided this opportunity, but the Knights built upon the traditional values preserved and strengthened by Joe Beef.

While Joe Beef's controversies with the middle-class reformers who entered into his neighbourhood were genuine, the lasting influence of such incidents appeared small. For all his bluster, Joe Beef was a limited threat to the social order of Montreal. As a spokesman for rough culture, Joe Beef satirized only the pretensions and hypocrisy which he saw in the smooth behaviour of middle-class men. He did not advocate class antagonism, but a fair deal. For a short time, Joe Beef's influence was able to reach a fair deal with municipal authorities. What frightened some observers was the possibility that the growing numbers of unskilled factory workers, that unknown quantity of industrial transformation, would adopt the working-class culture of Joe Beef, with its violence and disregard for legal and moral authority. No doubt these observers were pleased that the new factory hands followed the lead of respectable skilled workers within the Knights of Labor.

The culture represented by Joe Beef was certainly different than that of the skilled tradesmen of Montreal. Only with difficulty can one imagine an experienced typographer making regular trips to the Canteen to see the bears. Though rough and respectable cultures interacted, they were clearly separate. The culture surrounding the casual labourers grew out of a physically demanding life of marginal economic benefit, obtained through the common exertion of labour. In these respects, Joe Beef's world was closer to the world of Peter Aylen and the Shiners of the Ottawa Valley than to the typographers in the offices of the Montreal Witness, or the cotton mill workers of Hochelaga. The waterfront world had its own internal hierarchy as Joe Beef vigorously defended his patrons against middle-class charges of drunken violence, but then threw them into the


street when they got rowdy. While McKiernan's background, as his Irish verses confirm, was rural, he lived in an industrial city and had to contend with the economic and social restrictions which this implied. Realizing the growing power of the police and social reformers to define the limits of acceptable behaviour, Joe Beef attempted to convince these men of the validity of working-class culture. He was not very successful. To the very end, McKiernan was rooted in the culture of his tavern and neighbourhood. For him, the liquor business was not a means of upward mobility and the tavern owner's sons remained working class.

Joe Beef's Canteen illustrated the complex nature of working-class culture. In the narrow, traditional sense of culture as artistic creation, the satiric verses, engravings or cartoons by McKiernan and others about Joe Beef contributed in a minor way to the nineteenth-century radical literature in Canada. Local historians of Montreal were well aware of this tradition left behind by Joe Beef. In the broader sense of culture as popular culture, the tavern life of bears, debates, and songs acknowledged a recreational culture created by the working class and not for them. The coming of rational recreation would weaken this tradition, but McKiernan's death had little long term effect on this level. Finally, Joe Beef's Canteen represented a material culture of community services relating to the employment, housing, and health of the working-class neighbourhood. This culture was the most important manifestation of the Canteen in terms of class conflict.

All aspects of culture surrounding Joe Beef's Canteen demonstrated the integral nature of the life of the labouring men along the waterfront who would probably not have recognized distinctions between recreation and work, between a popular and material culture.

To label Joe Beef's Canteen a "pre-industrial" fragment in an industrial world obscures the fact that working-class culture was a fluid culture borrowing from its own past and from contemporary middle-class culture. Middle-class disgust at Joe Beef's antics largely grew out of his ability to parody their most pious thoughts. While Joe Beef rejected these new industrial virtues, this hardly distinguished him from thousands of other Montreal labourers and skilled workers. In many ways, the culture of Joe Beef had reached its own limits. Successful in
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88 See the attitudes reflected in "Spurn Not the Poor Man," *La Minerve*, 7 January 1874; "I am Long Past Wailing and Whining," *La Minerve*, 27 January 1874; and "The Big Beggarman," *La Minerve*, 13 January 1874. Poetic style makes it unlikely that these verses are from McKiernan's pen, but by printing them with his advertisements he demonstrated a sympathy with their author.

89 Frank W. Watt, "Radicalism in English Canadian Literature Since Confederation," (PhD thesis, University of Toronto, 1957). Watt does not mention McKiernan but Watt's description of a literature disillusioned with nation building and inclined to associate patriotic feelings with the motives and methods of capitalist exploitation could accommodate much of McKiernan's verse.

bargaining social questions of public conduct and order, McKiernan played only a supporting role in the economic struggles in the factories and on the docks. The attempt to form new alliances between skilled and unskilled, men and women, tradesman with tradesman would be made not by the Joe Beef's of the nineteenth century but by the Knights of Labor.
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